Car stereo for jeep wrangler

Hamtronics is supported by its audience. When you buy through our links, we may earn an
affiliate commission. Learn more. It is a fact that radio has long been considered as one of the
most favorite interiors for cars. Started from a large device with manual buttons for DVDs input
and listening to radio stations, and now the current version of in-vehicle radio has been
upgraded into touch screens along with advanced technology. At present, results for which car
radio is most searched on the Internet would be those to be equipped into Jeep Wrangler car
models. People are certainly eager to experience their excellent onboard features in the long
run. Finding the best radio for Jeep Wrangler available would not be so difficult and no longer
your burden with our buying guide and jeep radio reviews on the below list. The VGA touch
screen of 6. Its peak power output will require 50W to function 4 channels. Since the number of
Apple users is increasing all over the world, the car radio offers an Apple CarPlay feature for
them to make use of their iPhones inside the car. Just a simple touch on its screen to get
access to personal calls, messages, music and maps. The AppRadio mode allows users to
control apps directly on this radio. It is cool that this car radio unit is compatible with both
Apple and Android. In this way, with the right interface cable sold separately and the free apps
in AppRadio, its screen will be able to display the weather forecast, contacts, upcoming events
and more. I am excited to approach my phone apps on it. Apparently, drivers should always be
enabled with quick and easy-to-use digital operation in the vehicle and that is how Pioneer
scores. There is an upsetting problem related to this product warranty in a year and online
sellers. In fact, this car radio gear does include a one-year warranty from this brand. However,
one customer who got it from a seller on a major shopping site could not return it on warranty
as they do not provide that. The first thing that impresses me about this Jeep Wrangler touch
screen radio is how it supports the mirror link feature, specifically for Android smartphones via
a USB connection. It becomes irrelevant to transfer data because the radio can sync and display
sounds and images on your phone screen. As this product is also compatible with a Bluetooth
connection, it allows users to answer and make calls with completely hands-free operation. This
function is useful in avoiding distractions while driving, and other members inside the Jeep
Wrangler can also control the apps and music being played wirelessly. In order to let the entire
group enjoy awesome videos and movies on the go, you are accessible to use the AV output
function and transfer videos into the headrest. I bet North American NA users would be excited
to know that this car audio gear comprises an accurate offline map of the region and it is
convenient in providing voice guidance. The brand claims to give users free map updates for a
lifetime so you can travel across NA without ever getting lost. Its steering wheel control is a
flexible feature for users when they are driving alone and there is no one to help them with
switching songs or adjusting the volume. Drivers can do those on their own with the help of the
SWC function. The device is applicable to a series of Jeep, Chevrolet, Dodge and Chrysler car
models. Unfortunately, when a previous customer tried to use its GPS navigation along with the
Bluetooth to play some tunes on the way, sometimes there were a few popping glitching noises
coming up. It is not too loud to bring disturbance to the car but I know that a lot of potential
users would have to reconsider this issue. Perhaps, you would like to acquire another intriguing
information that this touch screen radio for Jeep Wrangler can automatically reverse images
when your car is using the reverse gear. This feature helps car parking much easier but you will
need to purchase it separately from the Awesafe radio package. The Hizpo car radio unit has a
capacitive touch screen, which is advanced of sensitive touch response and supports viewing
full p HD images and videos. The on-screen light transmission level is much better, along with a
clearer display for drivers to glance at quickly and still be able to see what is going on. I think it
is really unique in being operated with the powerful and latest Android 9. This car radio is an
awesome choice for a wide range of car models such as Chevrolet, Jeep, Chrysler, Ram and
Dodge from to I think it is worth a try as being sold at a fairly reasonable price. There are loads
of beautiful wallpapers of 8 live and 21 standard ones, and the radio allows DIY wallpapers from
its gallery. The day and night mode for this touch screen is a wonderful detail for drivers with
poor eyesight to read. In terms of navigation, this Jeep Wrangler radio has a dual-zone feature
for you to play music as usual while navigating the way. You are free to choose the 2D and 3D
maps of North America as it is pre-downloaded. Your phonebook can be downloaded and
searched for contacts on the radio screen via the Bluetooth 4. This car radio gear contains
calling records same as the phone itself so you can check through missed, dialed and received
calls. The brand 1 Factory Radio offers us an old-time radio version to plug inside Jeep, Dodge,
Mitsubishi and Chrysler, for drivers who prefer having a retro vibe on the go. The buttons below
are numbered to match with each CD so this radio unit makes fine storage for your
entertainment discs. The CDs are quickly switchable as well. Its return window is in 90 days
after purchase with discounted repairment in the following year. This car radio is definitely ideal
for various cars and trucks built during the period of to There is a 3. The JK radio from Insane

Audio has a wider 6. It is an ideal fit for Jeep Wrangler JK car models from to and is also
manufactured with durable electronics components to provide shock protection. This radio
responds to the IP66 rating to be dustproof and waterproof. Its built-in diagnostic tools are able
to view engine fault codes and helps you clear them. The car radio includes LED backlights
customized to any color you wish. Since it runs with Android 6. You can stream a bunch of
interesting media apps that you think can only be used on smartphones and laptops, such as
Spotify, Netflix, Pandora and Wave, etc. The apps are supported by a high-quality amplifier of
the radio and its pre-amp outputs are meant to back your own aftermarket system. A lot of
potential customers would be attracted to this proposal as not many brands can fulfill it. Do you
consider it as the best stereo for Jeep Wrangler? It is not common for radios to allow
connection of two phones at the same time with one cable, and that is how the Pioneer
AVH-XBS impresses its customers. The radio is engineered with a brand new kind of touch
screen, which displays more vibrant colors and intensifies touch sensitivity in responding. This
car audio receiver contains a voice recognition for iPhone 4S and newer with a feature called
Siri Eyes-Free to take advantage of directly asking and requesting Siri. You and Siri will have
the same regular conversation on Apple devices, but this time it takes place on the radio with
speakers and external microphones. It can auto remix existing tracks into explosive new ones
with the Jeep Wrangler sound system ideas like a virtual DJ in the car. This car radio gear
improves call quality via Bluetooth with the Wideband Speech Hands-free Profile 1. You are
allowed to manage content on Spotify and premium users will not be interrupted by
advertisements. The function helps users to find routes much easier and quicker. It is possible
for you to lookup for the targeted destinations in its POI library or inputs those addresses onto
this system in the first place. It has the typical 6. I highly favor its built-in wifi to support online
media streaming and quick GPS navigation. Moreover, the map of the North America region is
pre-downloaded and can be used offline. You can download navigation apps such as Google
Maps or Waze to the radio. Voice guidance will help you to concentrate better on driving. It
keeps calling records of your received, dialed and missed calls from the connected phone. The
radio contains a huge gallery of wallpapers up to 30 ones and allows you to design them
yourself. Its radio player is shown on the menu for real and the dual-zone function supports
navigating and playing music at once. Its Bluetooth connection is able to grant you access to
hands-free calls and manage the music playing. Moreover, this car radio gear allows using the
mirror link for iPhones to display the entire phone screen onto this radio and control apps there.
There is a rear camera to support safer parking in reverse gear. The brand Hizpo has chosen the
Windows CE 6. It is your choice to select between the normal 2D and professional 3D map
displays and they both include voice guidance. This car radio is manufactured to be a Jeep
Wrangler stereo upgrade with a built-in accelerometer sensor to provide a quick response. Its
DVD player contains an anti-shock memory. As an optimal alternative to wireless connections,
you would also like to know that the car radio receiver supports inputs of SD cards and USB
ports. Its external memory can handle up to 32GB. I am satisfied that every radio produced and
sold by Hizpo will be attached to a whole year of product warranty. This car radio can be
plugged into loads of car models like Chevrolet, Jeep, Chrysler, Ram and Dodge, etc. Its
Bluetooth connection becomes a helpful assistant in making hands-free calls and messages.
For your information, the maximum output power for its amplifier is 50W, along with 4 channels.
The Maxtrons radio is one of the rare ones that does not require to install a bundle of electronic
wires, just plug the radio in and play. It is able to fit into a list of famous car models including
Jeep, Dodge, Chrysler and Ram, etc. I love the 7-inch wide touch screen to support viewing full
p HD images and videos. This car radio is engineered to have the familiar interface of Windows
8. The brand claims that it can bring an x2 better performance than other radios for Jeep
Wrangler. In terms of their radio stations, there is a total of 24 preset channels. Its integrated
radio tuner has a high rate of sensitivity in all regions. It has an optional 3G or wifi dongle with a
large on-screen keyboard for Internet connection on the go. To enable the convenient
hands-free calling, I would recommend you to synchronize your phonebook to the car radio
gear since it supports nearly contacts and helps users to auto search for a particular one. Most
customers are also pleased with the customizable startup logo and background to design them
as wish. The multilingual menu with extra voice guidance for its GPS navigation is functional for
other users and me as well. In order to provide quick satellite searching, there are 66 channels
available. Either the 2D or 3D map view is selectable. I am also fond of the speed camera alert
feature to warn drivers that are going too fast. It primarily works with Apple devices so the
virtual assistant Siri is highly taken advantage of to complete tasks. I guarantee that this car
radio can provide a safer measure to control its actions with your hands still on the wheel. I love
how this Jeep Wrangler touch screen radio allows demanding Siri to support an impressive
series of work related to music, phone, text messages, radio and podcasts, etc. For instance, it

reads new messages out loud and replies to them, shuffles the music playlist or updates the
weather forecast, etc. Indeed, the car radio gear has raised the safety bar by auto lowering the
volume down whenever your car is in the reverse mode to display surrounding objects on its
screen. You can quickly look for petrol stations or diners nearby with the help of Siri on the map
and it also reminds you of the speed limit to avoid unwanted penalties. By asking Siri, it is
possible to operate music apps such as Pandora, iTunes and Spotify at ease and even with
Apple Music due to your subscription. The fun is in the multicolor illumination feature to custom
apps at your favorite shades. Its steering wheel control enables users to use existing functions
on the wheel. Car fitting check â€” Searching for a fine random car radio is not difficult, but
searching for the best aftermarket radio for Jeep Wrangler on the market is the real challenge.
Since users require the radio to fit into a Jeep Wrangler, its measurement needs a careful fitting
check to see whether it is suitable to be equipped. The check bar is available on some major
online shopping addresses based on the year of manufacture, car brands and their models. As
you can see, there is a large group of customers who do not give a proper check for fitting prior
to purchase and have to regret themselves later. Each of the mentioned car brands has their car
models manufactured in different ways and so do their radio head units; therefore, this free car
fitting check is beyond relevant. Radio brands are flexible in making them compatible with
either Android or Apple, or most of the time with both of them. However, you should know that
some radios limit their connection with a certain OS. This limitation in OS connection might be
due to surveys of which OS is more popular among global users. I can see that a number of
touch screen car radios now provide pro connections for Apple and regular ones for Android,
whilst others can only pair with Android devices. It also depends on the radio manufacturers.
Various brands have chosen to apply modern Bluetooth technology onto their radios for quick
wireless connection with different OS. On the other hand, USB radio portals are still helpful if
you plan to connect the phone via a cable. In brief, I suggest looking for a radio that can match
your most frequently used OS. Everyone should find online sellers who charge cheaper for the
same car radio being sold among multiple of them to save money. Have you experienced their
following poor quality yet? An inexpensive radio for Jeep Wrangler can hardly be equated with
fine quality and sustainability through time. There are numerous criticisms on how these radios
tend to disable so quickly after several uses, and their components fall apart easily without
pressure or awful GPS navigation with difficult audio control, etc. Information about a product
warranty is often missed out for low-quality radios like them and the sellers would refuse to
accept returns and provide refunds. These shopping incidents prove that if you are too
interested in the price, it is highly likely that you would be misled by the unauthorized online
radio sellers. It is best advised for every online buyer to reach out to the official brand websites
of your desired radio for Jeep Wrangler. You are promised to obtain the protection of legit
shopping rights and receive the correct items, not those rip-offs. Offline navigation system â€”
Most radios for Jeep Wrangler are now equipped with built-in wifi for users to find the routes via
Google Maps. In case there is an absence of Internet connection in the car, the most common
offline map which has been downloaded to the radio is of North America and sometimes,
Canada. Make sure you can trust and get access to its navigation system even when there is no
wifi or cellular data as the risk of getting lost is high in strange locations. Try the offline Jeep
Wrangler aftermarket navigation system around your neighborhood in advance of purchase to
test its level to rely on and follow. I am not certain whether its voice guidance works for
eyes-free navigation without wireless connections. I hope that it does not matter what situation
takes place, you are still capable of focusing on driving to the utmost extent and do not get
yourself distracted by unnecessarily looking at the map for too long. Without any doubt, I can
promise you that all of the presented brands in this article manufacture and sell the best radio
for Jeep TJ. Not only do these most trusted brands offer high-quality car radios for multiple
famous car models aside from Jeep, but they also provide buyers with proper product warranty
in a long period of time and dedicate customer support. So far on the market, nearly all of the
most excellent car radios belong to them. Yes, but only a few of them are. I believe it is because
radios for Jeep Wrangler are considered a car interior and barely make contact with water.
Therefore, the idea of in-vehicle radio units being waterproof is not intriguing for their brands.
Not to mention the extra effort they have to put in to provide water resistance. People are keen
on having a Jeep touch screen radio because it provides entertainment and convenience of
modern technology while driving. Drivers are likely to get exhausted during long trips and they
need to have some distractions from their sleepiness, for example, media streaming from their
phones. A radio for Jeep Wrangler also helps to arouse other family members and friends in the
car with popular apps including Youtube, Spotify and Netflix, etc. Its Bluetooth connection
enables a hands-free operation to manage actions from the paired phone. Plus, the radio can
use the built-in wifi to navigate routes. Once you have finished installing all of its components

and electric wires, start the car engine and the entire radio unit system will turn on at the same
time. The Jeep Wrangler car audio is usually made to be of the highest quality. Most advanced
radios available now on the market would go along with voice recognition and a remote
controller, while push buttons are effectively used on older stereo models. Either way of
operation is perfectly fine as long as users feel comfortable managing the radio with the least
chance of manufacturer defections. In regards to cleaning the surface of radio for Jeep
Wrangler, I suggest to wipe off dust and unwanted stains with paper towels or a damp cloth to
apply an adequate amount of moisture. There is no need to clean the electronic wires inside.
You should do this frequently to keep it fresh under sunlight. One precious tip from my past
experience is that users should not let the radio go idle for too long. If everyone no longer
wishes to keep it active on the go, turn it off. Extended use has never been good for machines,
plus, it will create difficulties in maintaining the radio for Jeep Wrangler to be good as new in
the long run. According to the majority of the best radio for Jeep Wrangler TJ being reviewed in
this article, I can conclude that their typical return window would range from 30 to 90 days after
purchase and a year of product warranty. You should retain the policy clearly to solve any
problems related to product errors on time. It is best advised that you take clear pictures of any
manufacturer defections from the beginning as proof to the seller. Do not wait to report an issue
to their customer support because you may waste a great chance to have your money back or
exchange for better radio. The validated period is truly significant. You can purchase a premium
radio for Jeep Wrangler basically everywhere from a local chain store to online shopping
websites. Here are several names, which are worth being brought up for their reliability and high
product quality, including Amazon, Walmart, eBay, Lowes, Best Buy, Home Depot and Lowes,
etc. A friendly reminder for all online customers, you should be really cautious of deceiving
sellers with cheaply-made rip-offs that will cost you both time and money buying them.
Remember to scroll through the review section for prior comments on the item to find out
helpful details for a guaranteed shopping experience. Would you like to express any personal
opinions on the best radio for Jeep Wrangler in the article? Of course, it depends on your own
decision to buy a suitable and optimal car radio as my recommendations might not have lived
up to your expectations yet. I would rather you to acquire more useful shopping tips. Do not
ever forget to check for car fitting prior to purchasing any kind of radio. I have strived my best
to conduct and provide you with these product reviews and effective real-life shopping advice
so I hope they all work in your case. I bet that you would never regret approaching my article.
Thank you for reading. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. Hizpo Android 9. Responds to the double DIN standard. Apple CarPlay is great for
iPhones. Manages on-screen apps with AppRadio. Also compatible with Android devices.
Shows personal info from connected phones. Simple interface and easy-to-use feature for
driver safety. The lack of a warranty from an online seller. I am pretty sure that Pioneer offers a
year of warranty for all of their digital and electronic devices, and this radio head unit is not an
exception. It would be a waste to purchase such a wonderful radio without a proper warranty for
errors. You will concentrate better on driving as this radio is not complex to control. Supports
mirror link for Android phones. Hands-free calls via Bluetooth connection. Free lifetime updates
for the downloaded map. The convenient steering wheel control. Broad applications for various
car models. Glitching noises during the use of GPS and Bluetooth. Although I am a bit
disappointed in its mentioned drawback above, I still want to compliment the brand for
manufacturing an optimal touch screen radio for Jeep Wrangler. Its pre-downloaded map is
backed by a lifetime update for free from Awesafe. The reverse gear sold separately is worthy of
consideration as well. I expect the brand Hizpo to find an appropriate solution to this. Clear
displays of full p HD media. Performs based on the latest Android OS. The mirror link works for
Apple and Android. Different and creative types of wallpapers. Navigates online through Google
Maps. Access to phone books via Bluetooth. In the case above, I would advise them to take
advantage of the warranty policy from Hizpo with their radio for Jeep Wrangler, including 30
days after purchase to exchange the item or get a refund and a year of warranty. As long as
your car radio unit is still validated in the window, there is nothing to be afraid of. It is obvious
that an old version of radio for Jeep Wrangler like this one cannot include Bluetooth connection
for media streaming. Therefore, the car audio receiver is only suitable for the type of drivers
who do not feel the need to have an online connection in the car via a radio unit. Targeted
groups of customers would be limited. Brings a retro vibe of an old stereo. Can store 6 CD discs
at the same time. A product warranty for one year. Great for cars made between and The Aux
input is compatible with multiple OS. Potential customers are more limited. Apart from the
ability to process 6 separate CD discs at once, you can also listen to the radio stations here and
change channels by turning its big knob. Though this radio is not widely used anymore, I still
think it is the best of its kind and certainly deserves your experience. I am actually quite

disappointed in its Bluetooth connection, although it is praised to be an advanced one. I have
found an online comment with the same unpleasant thought of how come the Bluetooth cannot
be automatically synchronized every time. People need to start the car engine again for it to
happen. A waterproof radio with shock protection. Diagnostic tools to identify fault codes.
Allows direct app downloads to the car. Streams Netflix and Spotify at ease. Exclusive Insane
Audio product warranty. The Bluetooth connection fails to auto-sync. Though there is slight
delay in Bluetooth connection, I am still fond of its simple installation, compatibility and app
galore. Sadly, this car radio has a shortcoming regarding its backlight on the radio screen. It is
reported to burn out not long after the first use and a vast majority of customers are not
satisfied with this manufacturer defections. Though it is a typical issue for car radios, it needs
to be repaired soon. Connection for two phones through a cable. Advanced touch screen in
sensitive response. Voice recognition for the use of Siri. A mind-blowing DJ-inspired sound
system. Upgraded call quality. Controls Spotify content. The backlight of its screen burns out
quickly. I guess you would like to be reminded that this Pioneer radio head unit does not fit with
a RAV4 car model. Apart from that, it is nice to experience an effective car stereo which has
been built to highly support drivers on their long trips. With its competitive price, I am happy
this radio comes with a remote controller. What makes this car audio receiver less advantaged
than other car radio units is because of the shortage of a compass in its GPS navigation. It
leads to the navigation system not being accurate enough even for a regular drive in the city. I
think a compass should not be missed out from any navigation. Wide touch screen with full p
HD. Built-in wifi to download apps directly. Voice guidance for GPS navigation. Reminds users
of calling records. Watches movies with the DVD player. Mirror link for both Android and Apple.
No compass included in the navigation. Apart from that, I believe that a lot of customers will be
able to benefit from multiple effective functions of the radio. Its built-in wifi is approved of being
extremely helpful. I have noticed certain grievances from its previous customers about the
casual performance of media streaming from their connected smartphones. The most obvious
case was when the music being played on their phone kept pausing on the radio for no reason
and that user had to reboot the system constantly. Anti-shock memory in the DVD player. Up to
32GB of external memory. Comes with one year of product warranty. Suitable for various car
series. Music playing often pauses out of the blue. The car radio would be able to support
drivers around the world without communication boundaries. Its dual-zone function can add joy
to the navigation process. It is surprising that I can hardly find any critical comments about this
radio unit. A vast majority of customers feel like the radio deserves to gain more popularity on
the market thanks to its overall wonderful quality. This is a good sign for the brand and I hope
this success can continue. Simple unit installation without wires. The popular Windows 8
interface. Contains contacts for a phonebook. Beneficial speed camera alert. No defection has
been recorded so far. Nothing is perfect but I can assure you that this radio unit for Jeep
Wrangler stands a high possibility to be. It will be a total shame if you do not plan to give it a try
inside your vehicle as the radio will bring a spectacular performance. I believe their competitors
should be deeply aware of this one. The only downside that this car radio is having is an
unresponsive microphone for Bluetooth calling. This case does not happen all the time to all of
its users and some might see this small item as irrelevant, but there are still drivers who do not
want their calls to be revealed through a car speaker. Well assisted with the help of Siri. Allows
users to treat it as their smartphones. Auto lower volume in reverse gear. Speed limit reminder
during navigation. Plays music from various apps. Personalizes app colors as wish. A
malfunctioned Bluetooth microphone. I must say that this car radio head unit is a fascinating
product for any customers with a Jeep Wrangler to experience. Jeep Wranglers are surprisingly
popular vehicles, given their heritage as a wartime tool. These issues aside, they sell like crazy.
In , Jeep launched the fourth-generation Wrangler with improved aerodynamics, a larger interior
and better fuel economy. Unless you opted for the premium Alpine option, the stereo in these
vehicles is disappointing. Fear not valued reader â€” hope and help are available! The basic
sound system in the JL chassis-code Wrangler includes small speakers in the bottom of the
dash and the overhead soundbar and a set of even smaller speakers in the top of the dash. We
know they built custom-vented enclosures for the speakers to optimize their performance, but
sometimes bigger is better. If your Jeep is a Sport S trim level or higher, you at least have the
option of upgrading to the Uconnect 4 system with a 7-inch display, Apple CarPlay and Android
Auto. The first order of business is to equip the vehicle with appropriately sized speakers.
Metra, a manufacturer of car audio installation accessories, offers a set of replacement speaker
pods that allow a 6. The work to install these pods is a bit extensive. The team at Extreme Audio
near Richmond, Virginia, let us know that there are about 50 screws and bolts, along with more
than a dozen dash parts, that need to come out in order to complete the installation. For the
speaker locations on top of the dash, you have a few options. You could choose to go with a

standard set of component speakers and have the tweeters mounted in place of the stock small
midrange drivers. The drawback to this implementation is that the majority of the vocals from
your music will appear to come from the lower part of the dash. These options will work best in
a system that includes a dedicated amplifier channel for each of the four front speakers.
Depending on your listening preferences, having speakers in the rear of the vehicle may or may
not be important. For the JL Wranglers, they have once again chosen to install small speakers
in the overhead soundbar. Upgrading these to something larger will improve efficiency and
bass performance. These new covers will accept 6. As always, the option exists to have
something custom made for your vehicle. If you wanted smoother frequency response, then the
speaker upgrade alone should help. If you want more output from the system, then you are
going to need to have an amplifier installed. When it comes to amplifiers, there are really no
limits. An ultra-compact amp can be mounted in the dash and provide more than twice as much
power as the factory radio could ever dream of. Something larger with more power output
capability and better sound quality would fit nicely under a seat without much hassle. It could
be said that adding a subwoofer might be the best first step in upgrading the sound system in
your Jeep Wrangler. It can be upgraded. The 1sixty8 media team includes many household
names in the industry, from store owners and industry writers to award-winning installers and
fabricators. To learn more about 1sixty8 media, visit Jeep Wrangler Stereo System The basic
sound system in the JL chassis-code Wrangler includes small speakers in the bottom of the
dash and the overhead soundbar and a set of even smaller speakers in the top of the dash.
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